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User satisfaction depicts the effectiveness of a system from the user’s perspective. Understanding and predicting
user satisfaction is vital for the design of user-oriented evaluation methods for conversational recommender
systems (CRSs). Current approaches rely on turn-level satisfaction ratings to predict a user’s overall satisfaction
with CRS. These methods assume that all users perceive satisfaction similarly, failing to capture the broader
dialogue aspects that influence overall user satisfaction.

We investigate the effect of several dialogue aspects on user satisfaction when interacting with a CRS. To this
end, we annotate dialogues based on six aspects (i.e., relevance, interestingness, understanding, task-completion,
interest-arousal, and efficiency) at the turn and dialogue levels. We find that the concept of satisfaction varies
per user. At the turn level, a system’s ability to make relevant recommendations is a significant factor in
satisfaction. We adopt these aspects as features for predicting response quality and user satisfaction. We
achieve an F1-score of 0.80 in classifying dissatisfactory dialogues, and a Pearson’s 𝑟 of 0.73 for turn-level
response quality estimation, demonstrating the effectiveness of the proposed dialogue aspects in predicting
user satisfaction and being able to identify dialogues where the system is failing.

With this paper, we release our annotated data.1
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1 INTRODUCTION
Evaluation is a major concern when developing information retrieval (IR) systems, and it can be
conducted based on measures of result relevance or user experience, such as user satisfaction, which
focuses on the user’s perspective. While relevance metrics such as nDCG or average precision [34]
have been commonly used, are re-usable and allow for system comparison, they often demonstrate
poor correlation with the user’s actual interaction experience [2, 63]. As a result, in recent years
there has been a growing interest in user-oriented evaluation approaches that rely on various user
1https://github.com/Clemenciah/Understanding-User-Satisfaction-Data
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interaction signals, in contrast to system-oriented evaluation methodologies, i.e., the Cranfield
paradigm [13, 14].
In traditional recommender systems (RSs), user-oriented evaluation strategies often rely on

implicit user feedback such as user clicks and mouse scroll events to assess whether a user finds
the recommended item appealing or not. However, such interaction signals are not available for
conversational recommender systems (CRSs) whose main interaction with users is in natural
language either by text or speech [26]. In CRSs, users interact with the system through natural
language with utterances such as “I like the movie, I will watch it” expressing their preference in
more detail [54]. This distinction in user interaction poses unique challenges in evaluating CRSs,
both in terms of design and deployment, to ensure that these systems effectively cater to the user’s
needs.
User satisfaction. CRSs are recommender systems designed to provide recommendations that
address the specific needs of users. As such, they fall under the category of task-oriented dialogue
systems task-oriented dialogue systems (TDSs). Standard automatic evaluation metrics such as
BLEU [52], ROUGE [45] and METEOR [16] have shown poor correlation with human judgment [46],
thus making them unsuitable for the evaluation of TDSs. In recent years, the research community
has shown significant interest in developing new automatic evaluation metrics tailored to dialogue
systems. Thesemetrics not only exhibit stronger correlationwith human judgment, but also consider
various aspects of dialogues, such as relevance, interestingness, and understanding, without relying
solely on word overlap [27, 32, 51, 64, 70]. While these metrics perform well during system design,
their efficacy during system deployment is still a subject of ongoing investigation.
As a consequence, a significant number of TDSs rely on human evaluation to measure the

system’s effectiveness [29, 42]. An emerging approach for evaluating TDSs is to estimate a user’s
overall satisfaction with the system from explicit and implicit user interaction signals [29, 42].
While this approach is valuable and effective, it doesn’t provide insights into the specific aspects
or dimensions in which the CRS is performing well. Understanding the reasons behind a user’s
satisfaction or dissatisfaction is crucial for the CRS to learn from errors and optimize its performance
in individual aspects, thereby avoiding complete dissatisfaction during an interaction session.
Understanding user satisfaction in a task-oriented setting. Understanding user satisfaction
with CRSs is crucial, mainly for two reasons. Firstly, it allows system designers to understand
different user perceptions regarding satisfaction, which in turn leads to better user personaliza-
tion. Secondly, it helps prevent total dialogue failure by enabling the deployment of adaptive
conversational approaches, such as failure recovery or topic switching. By conducting fine-grained
evaluations of CRSs, the system can learn an individual user’s interaction preferences, leading to a
more successful fulfillment of the user’s goal.
Various metrics, including engagement, relevance, and interestingness, have been investigated

to understand fine-grained user satisfaction and their correlation with overall user satisfaction
in different scenarios and applications‘[28, 59, 64]. While recent research has seen a surge in
fine-grained evaluation for dialogue systems, most of these studies have focused on open-domain
dialogue systems that are non-task-oriented [22, 27, 51]. On the other hand, conventionally, TDSs
such as CRSs are evaluated on the basis of task success and overall user satisfaction. In CRSs, user
satisfaction is modeled as an evaluation metric for measuring the ability of the system to achieve a
pre-defined goal with high accuracy, that is to make the most relevant recommendations [55]. In
contrast, for non-task-based dialogue systems (i.e., chat-bots), the evaluation focus is primarily on
the user experience during interaction (i.e., how engaging or interesting the system is) [43].
Evaluating user satisfaction. Recent studies have examined user satisfaction in dialogue systems,
particularly in the context of CRSs []. These studies typically estimate user satisfaction by collecting
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overall turn-level satisfaction ratings from users during system interactions or by leveraging external
assessors through platforms like Amazon mechanical turk (MTurk).2 In these evaluations, users3
are typically asked to provide ratings for each dialogue turn by answering questions such as,
Are you/Is the user satisfied with the system response? While overall turn-level satisfaction ratings
provide a measure of user satisfaction, they may not capture the broader aspects that contribute to a
user’s satisfaction [60]. When humans are asked to evaluate a dialogue system, they often consider
multiple aspects of the system [22]. Therefore, the satisfaction label aims to summarize the user’s
opinion into one single measure. Venkatesh et al. [64] argue that user satisfaction is subjective due
to its reliance on the user’s emotional and intellectual state. They also demonstrate that different
dialogue systems exhibit varying performance when evaluated across different dialogue aspects,
indicating the absence of a one-size-fits-all metric.
Previous studies have proposed metrics that offer a a granular analysis of how various aspects

influence user satisfaction in chat-bot systems [28, 64]. However, it is unclear how these aspects
specifically influence user satisfaction in the context of TDSs [see, e.g., 41, 71]. With most aspect-
based evaluations focusing on chat-bot systems [50, 51], only a few studies have so far investigated
the influence of dialogue aspects for TDSs [37, 60]. Jin et al. [37] present a model that explores the
relationship between different conversational characteristics (e.g., adaptability and understanding)
and the user experience in a CRS. Their findings demonstrate how conversational constructs interact
with recommendation constructs to influence the overall user experience of a CRS. However, they
do not specifically examine how individual aspects impact a user’s satisfaction with the CRS. In our
previous work [60], we proposed several dialogue aspects that could influence a user’s satisfaction
with TDSs. We found that, in terms of turn-level aspects, relevance strongly influenced a user’s
overall satisfaction rating(Spearman’s 𝜌 of 0.5199). Additionally, we introduced a newly defined
aspect, interest arousal which exhibited a high correlation with overall user satisfaction(Spearman’s
𝜌 of 0.7903). However, we did not establish a direct relationship between turn-level aspects and
turn-level user satisfaction in our previous study.
Research questions. In this study, we seek to extend the study we carried out in [60]. Our
aim is to understand a user’s satisfaction with CRSs by focusing on the dialogue aspects of both
the response and the entire dialogue. We intend to establish the relationship between individual
dialogue aspects and overall user satisfaction to understand how they relate with satisfactory (Sat)
and dissatisfactory (DSat) dialogues.
In addition, we aim to evaluate how effective the proposed aspects are in estimating a user’s

satisfaction at the turn and dialogue levels. To this aim, we carry out a crowdsourcing study with
workers from MTurk on recommendation dialogue data, viz. the ReDial dataset [44]. The ReDial
dataset provides a high-quality resource to investigate how several dialogue aspects affect a user’s
satisfaction during interaction with a CRS. We ask workers to annotate 600 dialogue turns and
200 dialogues on six dialogue aspects following our previous work [60]: relevance, interestingness,
understanding, task completion, interest arousal, and efficiency. The dialogue aspects are grouped
into utility and user experience (UX) dimensions of a TDS. Different from [60], we also ask workers
to give their turn-level overall satisfaction rating and use it to establish a relationship between
turn-level aspects and turn-level user satisfaction.

Our aim is to answer the following research questions:
RQ1 How do the proposed dialogue aspects influence overall user satisfaction with a CRS?
RQ2 Can we estimate user satisfaction at each turn from turn-level aspects?

2https://www.mturk.com
3Here, users represent both actual users and external assessors.
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RQ3 How effective are the dialogue-level aspects in estimating user satisfaction compared to
turn-level satisfaction ratings on CRSs?

Main findings. To address our research questions, we perform an in-depth analysis of the annotated
turns and dialogues in order to understand how the proposed dialogue aspects influence a user’s
overall satisfaction. We note that for most annotators, at the turn level, the ability of a CRS to
make relevant recommendations has a high influence on their turn-level satisfaction rating with a
Spearman’s 𝜌 of 0.6104. In contrast, at the dialogue level, arousing a user’s interest in watching
a novel recommendation along with completing a task are the most influential determinants for
overall satisfaction ratings from annotators with a Spearman’s 𝜌 of 0.6219 and 0.5987, respectively.
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed dialogue aspects, we experiment with several

machine learning models on user satisfaction estimation and compare their performance using
the annotated data. At the turn-level user satisfaction estimation task, we achieve a Spearman’s
𝜌 of 0.7337 between a random forest regressor model’s prediction and the ground truth ratings.
We achieve a correlation score of 0.7956 for predicting user satisfaction at the dialogue level.
These results show the efficacy of the proposed dialogue aspects in estimating user satisfaction.
Additionally, these results also demonstrate the significance of assessing the performance of a CRS
at the aspect level; they can help system designers to identify on what dialogue quality a CRS is
not performing as expected and optimize it.
Contributions. Our contributions in this paper can be summarized as follows.

(1) In our previous work [60], we conducted a study on 40 dialogues and 120 responses. In order
to gain more insights, we extend that study with an extra 160 dialogues and 480 responses.
In total, we conduct our investigations on 200 dialogues and 600 responses.

(2) We ask annotators to assess dialogues on six dialogue aspects and overall user satisfaction.
In addition, they provide judgments on turn-level satisfaction. User satisfaction ratings at
the turn level allow us to establish the relationship between turn-level aspects and not only
overall dialogue satisfaction but also turn-level satisfaction, which we did not experiment
with in our previous work.

(3) We carry out an in-depth feature analysis on individual dialogue aspects and at the class
level (i.e., Sat and DSat classes) so as to understand which dialogue aspects correlate highly
with each of the classes.

(4) Leveraging the annotated data, we experiment with several classical machine learning models
and compare their performance in estimating user satisfaction at the turn and dialogue levels.

(5) Our findings indicate that predictive models perform better at estimating user satisfaction
based on the proposed dialogue aspects than based on turn-level satisfaction ratings.

To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first attempt to establish a relationship between the
proposed dialogue aspects and user satisfaction at both the turn and dialogue levels and to evaluate
their effectiveness in estimating user satisfaction with CRSs.
Organization of the paper. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss
related work. We describe the dialogue aspects investigated in this study in Section 3. In Section 4,
we detail our annotation process and instructions given to the annotators. In Section 5 we analyse
the annotated data to answer RQ1. Section 6 discusses our problem formulation and predictive
models used to estimate turn- and dialogue-level user satisfaction, while Section 7 presents the
results to our experiments and answers RQ2 and RQ3. We discuss our results and limitations of
this study in Section 8 and make our conclusions, implications and future work in Section 9.
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2 RELATEDWORK
Our work is relevant to three main research areas: (i) conversational recommender systems, (ii) eval-
uation of dialogue systems, and (iii) user satisfaction in task-oriented dialogue systems because
we provide a means to comprehend and measure overall user satisfaction with conversational
recommender systems.

2.1 Conversational Recommender Systems
Research on recommendation via conversational interactions with information retrieval systems is
increasingly receiving attention from both industry and academia. With multi-turn interactions, a
CRS enables users to find their most relevant recommendations [24]. The CRS can interactively
elicit users’ current preferences from their feedback and build a more complete user model to
make better recommendations. Conventional recommender systems, on the other hand, only
support a single interaction mode, i.e., displaying a set of suggestions depending on users’ historical
activities [56]. Some older CRSs took advantage of user interface elements, such as critiquing-
based systems [12], where users give input on suggestions by picking from a list of pre-defined
criticisms [33]. Nonetheless, recent developments in natural language technology have led to
more interest in developing a CRS based on conversational user interfaces (CUIs), where users
can converse with the recommender system [38]. Several other approaches have been explored to
enhance the effectiveness of recommendations, such as knowledge graph integration [74], prompt
learning [66], and topic guidance [75].
The evaluation of CRSs is based on offline experiments that try to simulate a user’s behavior

relying on their past interaction data. One line of research evaluates the performance of a CRS based
on how well it accomplishes the user’s goal by making relevant recommendations using metrics
such as task success and recommendation accuracy. Another line of work focuses on dialogue
generation aspects, assessing the quality of the responses using word-overlap metrics such as the
ROUGE score [17]. However, as argued by Deriu et al. [17], such individual measures do not reflect
the overall quality of the system. Thus, current evaluation metrics that rely heavily on the system’s
utility do not provide us with information about the evaluation findings in practical settings. On
the other hand, research shows that empirical studies conducted using user-centric approaches
can accurately assess the system’s performance in actual scenarios [4]. Ideally, a system should be
assessed separately on each specific dialogue-level aspect to capture its performance on individual
aspects [60].
So far, little work has been done to establish the relationship between dialogue aspects and

overall response and system quality [60].

2.2 User Satisfaction
Kelly [39] defines user satisfaction as the fulfillment of a user’s specified desire or goal. User
satisfaction has gained popularity as an evaluation metric of IR systems based on implicit signals [29,
35, 40–42]. In IR, user satisfaction is usually estimated based on the user’s interaction experience
and goal fulfillment [39]. Factors such as system effectiveness, user effort, characteristics, and
expectations influence a user’s satisfaction rating in IR systems [1]. Dialogue systems are often
evaluated on their overall satisfaction [17], where users give their satisfaction rating at the turn
and dialogue levels [10, 62]. Though subjective, user satisfaction provides valuable insights into
users’ perceptions, preferences, and overall evaluation of a system’s performance. Additionally, it
is a widely used and accepted metric in user experience research [see, e.g., 7, 29, 42].
However, for task-oriented dialogue systems such as CRS, which should optimize towards

recommendation and user experience, overall satisfaction does not capture the broad and diverse
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aspects influencing a user’s satisfaction [60]. Thus in this research, we seek to investigate this
concept.

2.3 Fine-Grained Evaluation
Due to poor correlation between automatic metrics such as BLEU and human judgment, accurate
evaluation of dialogue systems rely on human evaluation [46]. Non-task-oriented dialogue systems
are evaluated on specific aspects such as relevance and engagingness [51, 64]. However, task-
oriented dialogue systems are often limited to estimating the user’s overall satisfaction [41, 62].
Recent research suggests that user satisfaction is multifaceted and subjective, thus should not be
reduced to a single label [64].
Several recent studies have proposed to evaluate dialogue systems at an aspect level. For ex-

ample, one would measure the performance of a system in making relevant or understandable
responses, instead of the overall quality of the response. PARADISE [65] is one of the first popular
evaluation frameworks that decoupled a dialogue system’s task requirements from its behavior.
With predictive factors such as task success, dialogue efficiency, and dialogue quality, a system’s
effectiveness can be measured without having to collect user satisfaction ratings. Walker et al. [65]
propose a framework for evaluating dialogues in a multi-faceted manner. They measure several
dialogue aspects and combine them to estimate user satisfaction [65]. Mehri and Eskenazi [51]
develop an automatic metric for evaluating dialogue systems at a fine-grained level, including
interestingness, engagingness, diversity, understanding, specificity, and inquisitiveness. In their
study, Venkatesh et al. [64] investigate the performance of multiple dialogue systems involved in
the Alexa competition on several dialogue aspects and show that different systems perform well in
specific dialogue aspects. Moreover, they show that no single measurement can be used to evaluate
the overall performance of a system accurately. Several other studies have been carried out on
human evaluation of multiple dialogue aspects [see, e.g., 19, 50, 59, 69, 72].

2.4 Predicting User Satisfaction
Predicting user satisfaction is critical in capturing whether a user’s goal has been fulfilled or not.
In web search, user satisfaction is viewed as a subjective measure of a user’s experience during
search [39]. Different from traditional IR relevance measures, such as precision and recall, user
satisfaction takes into account both task success and user interaction experience [29, 30, 41]. For
search systems, rich user interaction signals such as clicks, dwell time, and mouse scroll events
are used to predict a user’s satisfaction [35, 40]. Such interaction signals cannot be collected from
dialogue-based systems whose main interaction is through natural language, either in text or spoken.
Research on spoken dialogue systems, such as intelligent assistants, has addressed this challenge by
suggesting the use of features such as spoken implicit features, intent-sensitive query embeddings,
and touch-related features, showing their effectiveness in predicting user satisfaction [29, 41].
Several other features have been suggested in line with text-based dialogue systems including
implicit dialogue features, user intent, utterance length, and user-system actions, and proven to be
effective [10, 62]. Bodigutla et al. [6] demonstrate the effectiveness of traditional machine learning
models in predicting user satisfaction. Using predicted turn-level ratings with implicit dialogue
features, models such as gradient boosting classifiers demonstrate competitive performance [6]. In
task-oriented systems, several publications predict user satisfaction from turn-level overall quality
user judgment ratings [62], user intents [10, 53], and implicit features such as utterance length and
sentiment analysis.

Despite the success of related work in predicting user satisfaction with task-oriented systems,
there has been less focus on trying to understand which dialogue aspects have an effect on a user’s
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satisfaction with these systems. Recent work by Siro et al. [60], tries to understand the relationship
between several dialogue aspects and overall user satisfaction in a TDS, especially at the dialogue
level. However, compared to related work, our work in this paper is different in a number of ways:
(i) unlike Siro et al. [60] who focus on dialogue-level user satisfaction, in this work we establish the
relationship between turn- and dialogue-level user satisfaction; (ii) we show the effectiveness of the
dialogue aspects in estimating user satisfaction by experimenting with several classical machine
learning models; and (iii) we increase the data sample size by re-annotating data from [60] with
one more aspect (turn-level satisfaction) and annotating an additional 160 dialogues and 480 turns.
Thus in total, we have 200 dialogues and 600 turns annotated.

3 ASPECTS INFLUENCING USER SATISFACTION
In this section, we discuss the dialogue aspects we use in our crowdsourcing study. We map the
qualities from prior work [37, 51, 60, 64], highlighting their definitions in different settings and
defining them in our work. These qualities are derived from two TDS dimensions defined in our
previous work [60]; the utility and user experience dimensions.

3.1 Utility
The utility dimension focuses on the objective nature of a CRS, that is to make relevant recom-
mendations and accomplish a user’s goal. In this dimension, we investigate two qualities, namely,
relevance measured at the turn level and task completion measured at the dialogue level.

3.1.1 Relevance. Relevance is a central concept in the field of IR and plays an important role in
the evaluation of conversational systems [57]. In essence, relevance is logically defined in the
relationship between the information at hand and the user’s information need [15]. In the field of
conversational agents, it is used as a criterion for assessing the effectiveness of a dialogue system to
potentially convey a piece of information that meets the user’s needs. Ideally, relevance judgment
labels should be collected from actual users to reflect their opinions (i.e., whether the suggested
responses meet their information needs or not). However, it is hard to collect relevance judgments
from actual users during an interaction, especially for conversational systems. This approach can
be intrusive and may negatively impact the user’s overall interaction experience with the system.
In recent work, crowdsourcing has emerged as a reliable platform for collecting relevance labels
for web search and conversational systems [3].
In our work, we employ crowdsourcing to collect relevance labels for dialogue responses. To

assess the relevance of a response we instruct annotators to rely solely on the user’s explicit
feedback provided in the current user’s utterance. For instance, expressions such as “I don’t think
that is a horror movie,” “I like it,” “I have seen that one,” “Could you recommend more like that
one?” following a system’s recommendation indicate whether the items suggested are relevant
to the user’s needs. In contrast to web search, where assessors judge the relevance of a query-
document pair, relevance assessment for dialogue systems focuses on the appropriateness of the
response [50]. In this study, we primarily evaluate the relevance of recommended movies rather
than the appropriateness of the dialogue response itself. Therefore, we first ask annotators to
determine if a movie is recommended in the response or not. If a response does not include a
movie recommendation, we skip the relevance assessment. However, if a movie is recommended,
we ask the annotators to determine a three-level relevance label (see Section 4 for more details).
We adopted this definition because of the nature of our study which is task-oriented, where our
focus is on the utility of the system. Hence, relevance indicates how well the recommendations
provided by the system align with the user’s needs and preferences in the given conversational
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context. Assessing relevance at the turn level allows us to evaluate the immediate impact of a
recommendation on the ongoing conversation and its ability to address the user’s current needs.

3.1.2 Task completion. Task completion is a crucial aspect of task-oriented conversational rec-
ommendation systems (CRS), as they are designed with a predefined goal in mind. Traditionally,
the main evaluation metric for task-oriented systems has been Task Success (TS), which measures
the system’s ability to fulfill a user’s goal [67]. However, in the case of interactive CRS, TS alone
may not capture the overall satisfaction of the user with the dialogue. This is due to the interactive
nature of the system and the fact that task success can vary depending on individual users and task
complexity [48]. Simply relying on system logs to infer user search success is inadequate because
task complexity and individual user needs cannot be accurately depicted in the logs.

To address this limitation, recent research has proposed using additional interaction cues, such
as self-reported user task success or expert-annotator labels on task success [17]. In our work, we
investigate how the system’s ability to accomplish a user’s goal influences the overall impression
of the dialogue for the user with a CRS. We assess the system’s capability to understand the user’s
intent and provide recommendations that satisfy their needs.
To measure the quality of task completion, we rely on the user’s acknowledgment within the

conversation. Utterances such as “I like it, I will watch it tonight” and “I think I will add that to my
watching list” serve as signals indicating the successful accomplishment of the task from the user’s
perspective. By considering these explicit expressions of satisfaction or intent to engage with the
recommended items, we can assess how effectively the CRS understands and addresses the user’s
needs.
By incorporating task completion as an evaluation metric, we aim to capture the system’s

ability to achieve the user’s desired outcome and provide recommendations that align with their
preferences. This approach allows us to evaluate the CRS beyond the traditional notion of task
success and consider the overall dialogue satisfaction from the user’s point of view.

3.2 User Experience
In the UX dimension, we assess how different dialogue aspects of a CRS during interaction could
affect a user’s satisfaction. The ideal requirement would be a system that interacts in a natural way
with the user, making the interaction experience pleasing. Thus, inspired by related work [51, 60,
64, 72], we investigate the interestingness, understanding, interest arousal, and efficiency aspects.

3.2.1 Interestingness. Due to recent advances in machine learning and natural language under-
standing, conversational agents such as Alexa and Siri have become increasingly common. While
these agents are classified as task-oriented, there is an emerging interest in building dialogue
systems that can socially engage with users while accomplishing a task [60, 61]. This quality has
been used as a metric for evaluating non-goal-oriented dialogue systems in recent work [51, 64, 72].
Several proxies have been suggested for measuring interestingness such as the number of

dialogue turns and total duration of a conversation [36, 64]. Though useful, these proxies assume
the dialogue is non-goal-oriented. For goal-oriented systems, a dialogue is often supposed to be
as short as possible, so that the user’s needs can be met quickly. Therefore, conversation length
is not an accurate proxy for measuring interestingness in task-oriented systems. In our work,
interestingness is the ability of the system to chit-chat while making relevant recommendations, that
is, a system making a recommendation in a natural manner as found in casual human conversations.
It reflects the system’s ability to suggest items that pique the user’s curiosity or meet their personal
interests in a natural manner, thus enhancing their overall conversational experience. By annotating
interestingness at the turn level, we aim to assess the immediate impact of a recommendation on
the user’s level of interest and engagement.
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3.2.2 Understanding. The aspect of “understanding” has been investigated at both the system
response and dialogue level. A system’s response is said to be understandable if it makes sense
in the provided context history [51]. For instance, a system is not supposed to make an utterance
about racing car movies when the context is on religion (such a response will be rated as not
understandable).

At the dialogue level, a system is said to be understanding if it is able to track the user’s preference
and intent along the whole dialogue [60]. An understanding system is expected to conform its
dialogue style to the user’s preference in order to make sensible utterances. We show that in order
for a dialogue system to meet a user’s needs it should be able to understand the user’s preference
and intent of interaction, thus this quality is crucial in a CRS’s ability to accomplish a user’s task.

3.2.3 Interest arousal. We introduced interest arousal in our previous work [60], as an aspect highly
correlating with overall user impression at the dialogue level. The ability of a task-oriented dialogue
system to arouse a user’s interest is significant enough to determine satisfactory dialogues [60].
This quality can be seen as a merge of two qualities: novelty and explainability. To measure the two
together we define interest arousal as “the ability of the system to suggest novel items to the user
and give a brief explanation in the form of synopsis or main actors in order to attract the user’s
interest to accept the item.”
We rely mostly on the user’s immediate utterance to capture this quality. User utterances such

as, “I do not know that movie” or “Who’s the main actor?” indicate that the suggested movie is
not known by the user and the CRS’s next action should be to give a brief explanation. Note that
we do not measure this quality at the response level because annotators require at least two turns
to determine user interest arousal as it is measured after a novel suggestion has been made. In
this work, we are interested in quantifying the relationship between interest arousal and user
satisfaction.

3.2.4 Efficiency. Task-oriented systems are expected to be efficient, i.e., accomplish a specified
task within a minimal number of turns of interactions. In web search, a system’s efficiency is
measured by considering how many comparisons a user has to make before getting the needed
results (number of documents examined before getting the relevant one).

Various interaction signals are used to measure this aspect including conversation length, conver-
sation duration for spoken dialogue systems, and search session length in web search systems. Since
ReDial is a text-based dataset, we use conversation length to measure a system’s efficiency, that
is, the ability of the system to make suggestions that meet the user’s needs within minimal turns.
From our analysis, we note that in most conversations a user acknowledges a recommendation
within the first three turns and thus we conform to our previously proposed definition [60].

4 DATA ANNOTATION
To establish how the dialogue aspects in Section 3 exert a user’s overall satisfaction, we create an
additional annotation layer for the ReDial [44] dataset. We set up an annotation experiment on
Amazon mechanical turk (MTurk) using the so-called master workers to assess:

(1) Three randomly selected responses from each dialogue on two aspects, namely, relevance
and interestingness;

(2) The quality of the system at the dialogue level on the following aspects: understanding, task
completion, interest arousal, and efficiency; and

(3) The overall satisfaction of the system response and the entire dialogue.
The complete instructions and definitions given to the assessors are provided in Tables 9, 10, and 11
(see the appendix). We display all three turns on a single page and instruct the annotators to answer
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questions for each turn as shown in Figure 1. After completing the turn-level annotation, the same
annotators are taken to a new page where they provide dialogue-level annotations on the same
dialogue (see Figure 8 in the appendix). We do not allow the annotators to return to the turn-level
annotation page. This restriction is based on two considerations: (i) to avoid bias of annotators on
the turn-level labels when making decisions on the dialogue-level annotations; and (ii) to prevent
annotators from going back to change their turn-level ratings. With this, we aim to capture how
well an annotator’s turn-level ratings correlate with their dialogue-level ratings and the overall
satisfaction ratings.

4.1 Recommendation Dialogue Dataset
The ReDial dataset [44] is a conversational movie recommendation dataset. It consists of 11, 348
dialogues and the dataset is collected following the Wizard of Oz approach, i.e., one person acts
as the movie seeker, while the other is the recommender. The dialogues are both system and
user-initiated. The movie seeker should explain their movie preferences based on the genre, actor,
and movie title and ask for suggestions. The recommender’s role is to understand the seeker’s
movie taste and intent and make the right suggestions to the user. Due to this back-and-forth
process of eliciting a user’s preference which mostly involves chit-chat, this dataset is categorized
as both chit-chat and goal-oriented, thus allowing us to investigate dialogue aspects from both the
utility and UX dimensions of a CRS.

4.2 Turn-level Annotation
Unlike previous work [50, 51, 62], the annotators in our study have access to the user’s current
utterance. We treat the response quality annotation as a turn-level task. Considering the interactive
nature of a CRS, a turn is defined as a single exchange between the user and the system [62]. Unlike
previous work, a turn in this case consists of two exchanges between the user and the system.
Therefore, we define a turn in this work as:

𝑇𝑖 = 𝑆𝑖−1𝑈𝑖−1, 𝑆𝑖𝑈𝑖 ,

where 𝑈 is the user utterance, 𝑆 the system utterance and 𝑖 is the current response position. In a
recent study [62], turn-level annotation is conducted with workers having access to all previous
system and user utterances up to the current system utterance as context and their role is to assess
if the user would be satisfied with the current system response given the context without viewing
the user utterance at position 𝑖 . This approach requires annotators to understand the user’s intent
during the interaction and make judgments based on previous interactions. We argue that a user
has a dynamic preference and intent during dialogue interactions and this can change from turn
to turn, thus affecting their overall satisfaction of the system. In order to remedy this, we ask
annotators to exclusively rely on the user’s current utterance while making judgments on the
dialogue aspects. That is, for each system response 𝑆𝑖 to be annotated, the annotator has access to
the previous user (𝑈𝑖−1) and system (𝑆𝑖−1) utterances as context and the current user utterance 𝑈𝑖

from which they should make their judgment. In this way, we aim to limit annotators’ bias, in that
instead of annotators making judgments influenced solely by their own opinions, they reflect the
opinions of the actual user as closely as possible.

Following Mehri and Eskenazi [51], we hand-selected three system responses from each conver-
sation for turn-level annotation. In order to ensure three responses cover most of the dialogue we
only select dialogues with at most fifteen turns. We limit the context window to two such that each
annotated response (𝑆𝑖 ) has two previous utterances from the system (𝑆𝑖−1) and the user (𝑈𝑖−1) as
context plus the current user utterance (𝑈𝑖 ). This way we ensure that an annotator does not have
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Fig. 1. Turn-level annotation interface. A turn comprising of two user and system utterances with three follow
up questions regarding the highlighted system utterance.

to keep track of a long conversation context when annotating a single response and each response
has a reasonably long context during annotation.
For each response, we ask the annotators to assess them on relevance and interestingness and

based on their ratings for the two aspects give their turn-level overall impression (satisfaction)
rating as shown in Figure 1. The questions the annotators answered in this subtask are:

• Is the system response relevant?
• Is the system response interesting?
• Based on your ratings above what is your overall impression of the system response?

As our annotators are not actual system users, we ask them to base their judgments solely on
the next user’s utterance to make the label judgment. For example, if the user states, “I don’t like
that movie,” an annotator should be able to judge the system’s response and recommendation as
irrelevant since the suggested movie does not meet the user’s needs. For “I have seen that and
like it” the response should be rated as relevant. For the overall impression rating, we ask the
annotators to base their judgment on the relevance and interestingness aspects. Each aspect comes
with three options, namely, No, Somewhat, and Yes. For relevance, we also provide a Not applicable
option when a system response does not contain a movie suggestion (e.g., if the system chit-chats
or tries to elicit a user’s preference). Due to limited annotation resources, we chose to focus on
relevance and interestingness as the primary aspects for turn-level annotation, as they provide a
strong foundation for evaluating the quality of recommendations in CRSs.

4.3 Dialogue-level annotation
At the dialogue level, we ask the annotators to assess the quality of the entire dialogue based on
four aspects: understanding, task completion, efficiency, and interest arousal. We instructed the
annotators to answer the following questions:
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12 Clemencia Siro, Mohammad Aliannejadi, and Maarten de Rijke

• Is the system understanding the user’s request?
• Did the system manage to complete the task?
• Is the system efficient?
• Does the system arouse the user’s interest?

Understanding and task completion are rated on a scale of 1–3 with the options of No, Somewhat,
and Yes. Interest arousal is judged on a 4-point scale with a Not Applicable option for when no novel
movie is recommended to the user or a novel movie is recommended but the user does not follow
up about it. Lastly, efficiency is assessed on a binary scale [20, 42] where the system has either
made a recommendation meeting a user’s request within the first three turns or not. Following
[51, 60], we also ask annotators to rate the entire dialogue on overall impression using a 5-point
Likert scale based on their turn and dialogue levels aspects’ ratings. Finally, we ask the workers to
justify their rating on overall impression in a few words. We use the justifications to contextualize
the given ratings and analyze and discover additional aspects that affect the quality of dialogue, as
shown in Table 4.

4.4 Quality Control and Filtering
Here, we describe the demographics of our participants, followed by more details on the collected
data and the measures we took to ensure the high quality of the data.

4.4.1 Participants. A total of 70 unique workers participate in the annotation. 56% male and 44%
female, their age ranges from 18–40, with the majority aged between 24–35. A large number of the
workers report not having experience with dialogue systems — 78% have no experience vs. 22%who
do have experience. To ensure quality annotations, we filter workers based on their MTurk approval
rate. We recruit workers located in the United States to ensure they are all English-proficient, with
an approval rate of 95% for more than 1000 hits.

4.4.2 Data. The number of turns in each dialogue used in this study ranges between 12 and 13.
From the analysis we carried out on the dataset, we note that most of the long dialogues with
more than 20 turns tend to deviate from the movie recommendation subject into other subjects
such as politics. Each dialogue is initially annotated with at least three annotators. We always use
an odd number of workers to allow for majority voting. If we lack a single agreed-upon label, an
additional assessment is made with two more workers (mostly for the overall impression aspect).
For the rest of the dialogue aspects, we use the labels as they are from the annotation scale to cater
for the subjectivity of users in annotating the aspects. It is worth noting that we collected a set of
additional annotation labels for a subset of 40 dialogues.
To get to a single label for each dialogue, we treat as outliers all labels different by more than

1.5 from the mean label. In case we do not achieve a single majority label after the additional
annotation, the authors re-annotate the dialogues themselves and come to an agreement for a
single label.

5 DIALOGUE DATASET ANALYSIS
Using the annotated data, we first investigate RQ1: How do the proposed dialogue aspects influence
user satisfaction with a CRS? To answer this question, we conduct several analyses to study the
relationship between overall user satisfaction and both turn- and dialogue-level aspects. In addition,
we identify essential aspects for the Sat and DSat classes.
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Fig. 2. Marginal distribution of (a) relevance-R annotations and (b) interestingness-I annotations. The values
1–3 mean not relevant/interesting, somewhat relevant/interesting, and very relevant/interesting, respectively,
and with 1 for relevance meaning no movie is recommended.
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Fig. 3. Distribution of (a) relevance ratings, (b) interestingness ratings against turn level satisfaction, showing
how assessors rated each response based on individual dialogue aspect.

5.1 Turn-level Analysis
At each turn, the aspects relevance, interestingness, and overall turn quality are rated. We show the
distribution of the ratings for these aspects in Figures 2a, 2b and 3 for relevance, interestingness and
turn-level satisfaction respectively. Note that the distributions in Figure 2 are computed over the
three annotated turns in each dialogue. We can see that around 25% of the turns were annotated as
not containing any movie recommendation (𝑅 = 1), while over 40% are annotated as very relevant.
This result is not surprising because of the nature of the ReDial dataset, where a recommender
system needs to elicit a user’s preference before making a suggestion, thus having multiple chit-chat
turns. Meanwhile, turning to Figure 3, we observe that turns rated as very relevant and interesting
at the same time overall led to a satisfactory turn, showing that CRS though goal-oriented should
not only focus on making relevant recommendations but also in a natural and interesting manner.
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Figure 4 shows Pearson’s 𝑟 between turn-level user satisfaction and (i) relevance (annotators
assess if the recommended movie meets the user’s preference), (ii) interestingness of system’s
response. Also, we report the correlation between relevance and interestingness in the figure. We
note that the relevance and interestingness aspects have a moderate positive correlation with
each other (∼0.4). However, we see that relevance exhibits a higher correlation with overall turn
impression than interestingness. Our analysis indicates that when a turn is rated as relevant, the
turn’s overall impression is more likely to be satisfactory (96% of the relevant turns).4 On the other
hand, the same does not hold for turns rated as irrelevant (43% of the irrelevant turns led to a
satisfactory dialogue), suggesting that in this case, the user’s overall impression depends not only
on relevance but on other dialogue aspects too such as response interestingness.
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Fig. 4. Correlation of turn-level aspects to each other and to turn-level user satisfaction.

In summary, we note that at the turn level, the relevance and interestingness aspects are important
in understanding a user’s satisfaction. Specifically, we can rely on the relevance aspect to identify
Sat responses while interestingness can be used to identify DSat responses. Characterizing the
relationship between these two classes could be useful in the automatic estimation of response
quality.

5.2 Dialogue-level Analysis
Table 1 reports Spearman’s 𝜌 and Pearson’s 𝑟 correlation coefficients of all six quality aspects,
including turn-level satisfaction (TSat), with the overall dialogue satisfaction rating. Since three
turns were annotated for each dialogue, we report the average results over all three turns for
the three aspects. Note that both relevance and turn-level satisfaction have a moderate correlation
(second row) with the overall dialogue satisfaction ratings. Compared to interestingness, relevance
has a higher correlation, confirming our previous findings [60].

Notice that the turn-level satisfaction rating exhibits a high correlation with dialogue-level user
satisfaction. This indicates that one can use a single overall turn-level quality metric to estimate
4We use “overall impression” and “overall user satisfaction” interchangeably; both refer to overall user satisfaction.
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Table 1. Correlation of dialogue-level overall impression with turn-level and dialogue-level aspects’ ratings.
All correlations in this table are statistically significant (𝑝 < 0.01).

Level Aspect Spearman’s 𝜌 Pearson’s 𝑟

Turn
Relevance 0.3756 0.3935
Interestingness 0.1710 0.2061
Turn-level satisfaction (TSat) 0.5397 0.5774

Dialogue

Understanding 0.4929 0.5940
Task completion 0.5987 0.6429
Interest arousal 0.6219 0.6038
Efficiency 0.3653 0.4004

a user’s overall dialogue satisfaction which has been used in previous studies [62]. We also do a
correlation analysis on each turn separately and note that both relevance and turn-level satisfaction
achieve a high correlation in their third and last interaction turn compared to the other two previous
turns. This shows that a system’s success in making a successful suggestion5 in the final turn has
more weight on the overall impression than the preceding turns. This conforms to the findings of
[42, 47, 60], showing that the latest interactions with a system have more influence on the overall
satisfaction of users.
At the dialogue level, interest arousal achieves a high Spearman’s 𝜌 coefficient while task

completion achieves a high Pearson’s 𝑟 coefficient, as shown in Table 1 (third row). Efficiency is the
least correlating aspect for both scores. In our study, this aspect captures the system’s ability to
make relevant recommendations meeting the user’s need within the first three exchanges. Unlike
chatbots, which are meant to engage with a user for a long period, TDS dialogues should be concise
and efficient [24].

In Figure 5 we plot the distribution of the ratings for the dialogue-level aspects against the overall
impression. We see a clear dependency of the overall impression on the task completion aspect; out
of the dialogues classified as satisfactory, 68% were rated high in terms of task completion (see
Figure 5a). We also notice that most dialogues rated low (= 1) in terms of task completion are
unsatisfactory overall with a few outliers. Thus, we conclude that the ability of a CRS to complete
a user’s specified task can be the determinant of the overall impression.

We see in Figure 5b that more dialogues are rated efficient than inefficient (72.5% vs. 27.5%). We
note that an efficient system, making suggestions meeting a user’s need within three turns, leads
to a satisfactory dialogue. Our analysis, however, indicates that the opposite cannot be said for
inefficient dialogues: most of them were rated satisfactory (61.5%). We note from the annotators’
open comments that even though a system took extra turns to make a relevant suggestion, as
long as the user got a suggestion, they rate the system as satisfactory. This indicates that a system
that fails to satisfy the user’s need in the first three interactions is less likely to do so in further
interactions.
To understand the significance of the investigated dialogue aspects to the overall impression,

we train various regression models considering different aspect combinations (both single and
multiple aspects) and report their 𝑅2; see Tables 2 and 3 for the results. 𝑅2 represents the coefficient
of determination for the regression model, which indicates the proportion of the variance in turn
and dialogue level satisfaction that is explained by the independent and combined aspects [11].
At the turn level, an approach that combines both aspects outperforms the best turn-level single
aspect (relevance). As for the dialogue-level aspects, interest arousal exhibits the highest significance
5A successful suggestion is a movie suggestion that the user accepts.
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Fig. 5. Box plots showing distribution of the (a) task completion and (b) efficiency aspects ratings against
overall impression ratings.

Table 2. Determinant coefficients computed with regression showing the effect size of turn-level aspects to
turn-level satisfaction. All results except the italicized results are significantly significant to (𝑝 < 0.05).

Aspect Utility User experience 𝑅2

Relevance (R) + 0.377
Interestingness (I) + 0.092
R + I + + 0.382

Table 3. Determinant coefficients computed with regression showing the effect size of both turn and dialogue
levels aspects to overall dialogue satisfaction. All results except the italicized results are significantly significant
to (𝑝 < 0.05).

Aspect Utility User experience 𝑅2

Tu
rn

(T
) Relevance (R) + 0.186

Interestingness (I) + 0.036
Turn-level satisfaction (TSat) + 0.290
R + I + TSat + + 0.310

D
ia
lo
gu

e
(D
) Understanding (U) + 0.353

Task completion (TC) + 0.413
Interest arousal (IA) + 0.365
Efficiency (E) + 0.160
IA + TC + U + E + + 0.559

D
+
T R + TC + 0.452

IA + U + I + E + TSat + 0.572
IA + TC + U + I + E + R + TSat + + 0.607

among all other aspects, taken individually. The combination of dialogue-level aspects clearly
shows a stronger relationship to the overall rating model than individual aspects. Unsurprisingly,
combining all aspects performs better than individual aspects or different levels.

Tables 1 and 3 show that dialogue-level aspects have a bigger influence on the overall impression
than turn-level aspects. This suggests that turn-level aspects cannot be used solely to estimate the
user’s overall satisfaction effectively. This is attributed to cases where a system’s response at a turn
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Table 4. Additional aspects captured from the open comments. The % shows how often the aspect was stated.

Aspect Definition Annotator comment
Opinion (2.4%) System expresses general opinions

on a generic topic or expressing
strong personal opinion

“I don’t think that the system should
be providing its own opinions on
the movies”

Naturalness (5.42%) The flow of the conversation is good
and fluent

“The conversation flow naturally
from one exchange to the next”

Success on the
last interac-
tion (10.8%)

System gets better as time goes by “The system finally recommends a
good movie at the very end”

Repetition (1.8%) The system repeats itself or sugges-
tions

“The system has good suggestions,
but it repeats itself over and over
which is strange”

User (4.21%) User’s actions influencing the over-
all impression

“The system was being helpful but
the user was difficult in answering
preference questions”

is sub-optimal, thus not representing the entire dialogue impression. The turn and dialogue aspects
concern two evaluation dimensions: utility and user experience. Relevance and task completion
measure the utility of a TDS, i.e., its ability to accomplish a task by making relevant suggestions.
The user experience dimensions (understanding, interest arousal, efficiency, and interestingness) focus
on the user’s interaction experience. The combination of dialogue aspects from both dimensions
has a strong relationship with the overall impression, unlike the individual aspects. In Table 3 the
columns Utility and User experience show the two dimensions: combining both dimensions (the
last row in each section in Table 3) leads to the best performance. The combination of turn and
dialogue level aspects (D+T, third group) achieves the highest 𝑅2. In summary, leveraging aspects
from both dimensions (utility and user experience) is essential when designing a TDS that is meant
to achieve a high overall impression.
Analyzing annotators’ open-comments. To identify additional dialogue aspects that influence a
user’s satisfaction with a CRS, we conduct a manual inspection of the worker’s open comments.
We only report aspects based on dialogue-level user satisfaction.

We go through the comments and assign them to evaluation aspects based on the worker’s
perspective. For example, a comment that mentions “the system kept recommending the same
movie” signals the existence of a novel aspect that concerns repeated recommendations in a dialogue.
Table 4 lists the (dominant) novel categories discovered from the comments, together with a gloss
and example. Several notable aspects are observed by the annotators. For instance, most annotators
dislike the fact that the system expresses its opinion on a genre or movie. In cases where the system
is repetitive (in terms of language use or recommended items), the annotators’ assessments are
negatively impacted. This observation is in line with [25], where they show that overexposure of
an item to a user in a short time period leads to a drop in user satisfaction. Some annotators note
the positive impact of dialogue being natural and human-like or that the system makes a good
recommendation after several failed suggestions (i.e., success on the last interaction). There are
some examples where all annotators agree that the suggestions are good, but the user does not
react rationally.
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5.3 Summary
To summarize, in this section, we have first established the relationship between several dialogue
aspects with user satisfaction. We have then conducted an analysis of the annotators’ open com-
ments to identify additional aspects that could influence a user’s satisfaction. We conclude that at
the turn-level relevance is the most important aspect whereas, at the dialogue level, the ability of
the system to generate a user’s interest and accomplish a task is significant in determining a user’s
overall satisfaction with a CRS. Therefore, we notice that the proposed dialogue aspects influence
users’ interaction with CRS differently. For some, a relevant recommendation has more effect on
their overall rating whereas others consider the ability of the system to make relevant recommen-
dations in a natural way as the most important factor influencing their overall satisfaction. Thus,
user satisfaction is subjective to individual users, and the design and development of CRS should
cater for personalization to individual users.

6 PREDICTING USER SATISFACTION
In this section we present our approach to predicting user satisfaction in CRS. We discuss the
problem formulation, models used and the evaluation metrics for both turn and dialogue level user
satisfaction.

6.1 Turn-level Satisfaction Estimation
Task success [58] is a measure used in the evaluation of dialogue systems. This metric evaluates the
quality of a dialogue with the assumption that users only care about their tasks being accomplished
at the expense of interaction quality (IQ). Since an annotator has to accurately determine a user’s
intended task, the metric is not accurate enough to estimate the quality of a dialogue response.
Differently, in this work, we choose turn-level satisfaction (TSat) to determine the overall quality
of a response in a dialogue. TSat estimation requires each turn to be annotated at a 5-point Likert
scale. Unlike Sun et al. [62], who obtain the overall response quality at each turn, our annotation
scheme requires annotators to rate three randomly sampled responses from each dialogue on two
dialogue aspects, namely, relevance and interestingness. Then we ask them to provide their overall
quality rating. Response quality estimation could be used to identify the effect of a certain response
on overall user satisfaction from a user’s perspective.

6.1.1 Problem definition. To answer RQ2: Can we estimate user satisfaction at each turn from turn-
level aspects?, we formulate turn-level user satisfaction estimation as a regression problem. That is,
given a randomly sampled turn 𝑇𝑖 , with ratings for both the relevance (𝑅𝑖 ) and interestingness (𝐼𝑖 )
aspects, can we estimate a user’s overall quality (𝑂𝑖 ) rating for the given response? For example, a
dialogue response rated 4 and 3 for the relevance and interestingness aspects, respectively, our task
is to predict the user’s overall response rating from these dialogue aspects. Using these turn-level
aspects alleviates the need to manually craft features to predict turn-level satisfaction since our
results show a comparative performance of simple machine learning models in estimating the
quality at the response level.

6.1.2 Regression methods. We consider various regression models similar to [6] for predicting
overall response quality rating on a continuous scale of 1–5. We experiment with five popularly
used models for regression, including linear regression (LR) [68], linear support vector machine
(SVM) [18], decision tree regressor (DTR) [9], random forest regressor (RFR) [8], and gradient
boosting regressor (GBR) [23] which ranks features by their importance.

6.1.3 Evaluation criteria. For evaluation, we use popular evaluation metrics for regression tasks,
namely, mean-squared error (MSE), root-mean-squared error (RMSE), and mean-absolute error
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(MAE). Following Bodigutla et al. [7], we also report the Pearson’s 𝑟 correlation coefficient for the
performance of each model’s 1–5 prediction, compared to the ground-truth human labels.
We implement the regression models (mentioned in Section 6.1.2) using scikit-learn.6 For each

model, we use five-fold cross-validation to tune the hyper-parameters and select the best values
based on mean-squared error (MSE) on the validation set.

6.2 Dialogue-level Satisfaction Estimation
We now investigate RQ3 in this section: How effective are dialogue aspects in estimating user satis-
faction compared to turn-level satisfaction ratings? In previous work, dialogue-level user satisfaction
for task-oriented systems has been estimated leveraging rich signals such as user intents, dialogue
acts, turn-level satisfaction ratings, and implicit turn and dialogue features [41, 62]. One major
limitation of estimating overall user satisfaction using turn-level satisfaction ratings is the inability
to capture specific aspects influencing a user’s overall impression with a dialogue system. In this
work, we propose to estimate overall user satisfaction from several dialogue aspects annotated in
Section 4. We report on a performance comparison between the two approaches and show that
estimating user satisfaction from dialogue aspects leads to a better-performing model.

6.2.1 Problem definition. We formulate the overall user satisfaction estimation problem as a
supervised binary classification task. Given the dialogue aspects’ ratings, the goal is to classify the
dialogue as either Sat or DSat. Due to label imbalance, we split the classes with dialogues (rating
> 3) representing the satisfactory class and dissatisfactory class for dialogues (rating ≤ 3).

6.2.2 Classification methods. To estimate the overall quality of a dialogue system, we consider
several classificationmodels: logistic regression (Lr), a support vectormachine (SVM) [18], a decision
tree classifier (DTC) [9], a random forest classifier (RFC) [8], a Gaussian naive Bayes (GNB)[31],
and a gradient boosting classifier (GBC) [23].

6.2.3 Evaluation criteria. As evaluation metrics, we adopt four commonly used metrics for binary-
classification task: precision (Prec) measures the proportion of correct predicted dialogue labels to
the number of predicted dialogue labels, recall (Rec) refers to the percentage of correct predicted
dialogue labels to the actual number of dialogue labels, and F1-score (F1) is the harmonic mean of
precision and recall. Due to the high label imbalance for the Sat class (the Sat class is three times
the size of the DSat class), we do not use the accuracy metric. To understand how each model is
performing we report results for each class separately.
As with the models in Section 6.1.2, we implement the classification models with scikit-learn.

For each model, we use five-fold cross-validation. To search for optimal hyper-parameters we use
grid-search. The best values were selected based on F1-DSat. We train our predictors based on
several aspects of combination variants.

7 RESULTS
In this section, we present our prediction results for both turn- and dialogue-level user satisfaction.
turn-level satisfaction (TSat) is predicted with ratings from turn-level aspects (i.e., relevance and
interestingess) whereas dialogue level user satisfaction is predicted from three types of ratings: First
from the TSat ratings, second, dialogue-level aspects’ ratings and finally ratings combined from
both the dialogue level aspects and TSat ratings.

6https://scikit-learn.org/
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Fig. 6. Distribution of turn-level overall quality ratings.

7.1 Turn-level Satisfaction
Figure 6 shows the distribution of human-annotated response quality ratings. We note that 62% of
the turns are Sat (rating > 3) compared to DSat (38%) (rating ≤ 3). Turn-level satisfaction prediction
is very useful in online evaluation for identifying a problematic turn in a dialogue thus allowing
the system to adjust its recommendation or dialogue policy to avoid total dissatisfaction of the user
by recovering from errors during the conversation.
At the turn level, the aim is to estimate the quality of the response from the annotated turn-

level dialogue aspects, thus we utilize graded satisfaction prediction in this task. We compare the
performance of various regression models in estimating a user’s response quality rating given
the relevance and interestingness ratings for the current turn and report the results in Table 5.
Evidently, all models perform comparatively well in estimating the user rating of each response.
We note that ensemble models seem to learn a good representation of the aspects and improve
their predictive performance compared to single models. The performance of traditional machine
learning models is a clear indication that turn-level aspects can be used to estimate the quality of a
response in cases where we do not have the user’s turn-level satisfaction rating.
We also report the correlation coefficient between the predicted labels and the ground truth

labels for each model. Among the six models we experimented with, RFR achieves the highest
correlation coefficient (0.7337) followed closely by DTR at 0.7234. Our analysis of the predicted
labels reveals that in most cases the models predict accurately or close to the ground truth label for
satisfactory dialogues compared to dissatisfactory dialogues. Identifying turns where the system
fails is a difficult task due to label imbalance, as the majority of the turns are rated as satisfactory. It
is worth noting that identifying dissatisfactory turns is more important in order for CRSs to adjust
their interaction policy and avoid total user dissatisfaction.

In summary, extensively experimenting with the dialogue aspects as features, we conclude that
both relevance and interestingness are important in predicting the quality of a response with CRS.
We note that the random forest regressor achieves a high correlation coefficient of 0.7337 compared
to other models. Thus in cases where we do not have access to user’s response quality ratings,
we can rely on dialogue aspects such as relevance and interestingness to estimate the quality of a
response.
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Table 5. Comparison of the performance of regression models in estimating response quality measured using
mean squared error (MSE), root-mean-squared error (RMSE), and correlation between the predicted and
ground truth labels. All correlations in this table are statistically significant (𝑝 < 0.01).

Model MSE RMSE Pearson’s 𝑟
Linear regression 0.7762 0.8810 0.6017
Support vector machine 0.8723 0.9339 0.5526
Decision tree regressor 0.6089 0.7803 0.7234
Random forest regressor 0.5901 0.7681 0.7337
Gradient boosting regressor 0.6181 0.7862 0.7197

Table 6. Performance of machine learning methods with a variant, predicting user satisfaction using turn-level
satisfaction ratings, where the best precision (Prec), recall (Rec) and F1-score (F1) for both the satisfactory (Sat)
and dissatisfactory (DSat) class are in bold. All correlations in this table are statistically significant (𝑝 < 0.01).

Prec Rec F1
Models Sat DSat Sat DSat Sat DSat Spearman’s 𝜌
Logistic regression 0.93 1.00 1.00 0.56 0.96 0.71 0.7177
Support vector machine 0.91 0.67 0.96 0.44 0.93 0.53 0.4823
Decision tree classifier 0.92 0.42 0.86 0.56 0.89 0.48 0.3734
Random forest classifier 0.92 0.50 0.90 0.56 0.91 0.53 0.4383
Gaussian naive Bayes 0.92 0.62 0.94 0.56 0.93 0.59 0.5217
Gradient boosting classifier 0.92 0.50 0.90 0.56 0.91 0.53 0.4383

7.2 Dialogue-level Satisfaction
To show how effective the proposed dialogue aspects are in predicting user satisfaction, we report
the results for several classical machine learning models on user satisfaction prediction. First,
we predict overall user satisfaction from turn-level satisfaction ratings (see Table 6). Second, we
experiment with a combination of turn- and dialogue-level aspects separately (see Table 7). Finally,
to show the effectiveness of our proposed dialogue aspects, we predict user satisfaction from all
the proposed dialogue aspects (see Table 8.)

Table 6 shows the performance of several machine learning models in predicting user satisfaction
from turn-level satisfaction ratings. We report the evaluation metrics for both the Sat and DSat
classes, except for the correlation coefficient so as to capture the performance of the models in
predicting a dissatisfactory dialogue. This is because identifying a problematic dialogue is of more
importance for system designers to improve the model’s performance for the next interaction. We
note that for the Sat class, the models perform better in Prec, Rec, and F1 metrics than the DSat
class. In terms of F1-DSat and Spearman’s 𝜌 , logistic regression is the best-performing model. This
model classifies all the predicted satisfactory dialogues accurately as it achieves a recall score of
1.00 compared to 0.56 for dissatisfactory dialogues. Apart from having the limitation of dataset size
representing dissatisfactory dialogues, it indicates that it is challenging for the model to identify
dialogues where the user is dissatisfied since most of the data represent positive dialogues. Thus
understanding dialogue aspects that can easily be used to identify problematic dialogues is useful.
Additionally, we note that predicting user satisfaction from turn-level satisfaction ratings does

not lead to a good performance for the DSat class. This demonstrates that user satisfaction ratings
at each turn are not optimal in estimating whether a whole dialogue is dissatisfactory or not. We
hypothesize that all turns are not equally weighted by the users when determining their overall
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Table 7. Performance comparison of machine learning methods with a variant predicting user satisfaction
from turn-level dialogue aspects vs dialogue-level aspects, where the best precision (Prec), recall (Rec) and
F1-score (F1) for both satisfactory (Sat) and dissatisfactory (DSat) class are in bold. All correlations in this
table are statistically significant (𝑝 < 0.01).

precision recall F1-score
Models Sat DSat Sat DSat Sat DSat Spearman’s 𝜌

Turn-level Aspects

Support vector machine 0.86 0.75 0.96 0.38 0.91 0.50 0.4583
Random forest classifier 0.90 0.56 0.88 0.62 0.89 0.59 0.4789
Gradient boosting classifier 0.94 0.67 0.91 0.75 0.92 0.71 0.6286

Dialogue-level Aspects

Support vector machine 0.91 0.67 0.96 0.44 0.93 0.53 0.4823
Random forest classifier 0.96 0.58 0.90 0.78 0.93 0.67 0.6067
Gradient boosting classifier 0.96 0.58 0.90 0.78 0.93 0.67 0.6067

satisfaction. Our experiments on predicting user satisfaction from individual turns reveal that
the last turn is more important compared to the other turns in predicting user satisfaction. This
indicates that the ability of the system to have a successful last interaction impacts a user’s overall
impression.

In Table 8 we observe an increase in the performance of F1-DSat when we predict user satisfaction
from all the annotated dialogue aspects. For precision, random forest performs better in the DSat
class, both decision tree and GNB are the best-performing models in terms of recall, with random
forest and SVM scoring a high F1-DSat. The predictions of random forest have a high correlation
score with the ground truth labels, followed closely by SVM predictions. Although we do not
experiment with neural architectures to allow us to model the dialogue context, all models indicate
a comparative performance in predicting user satisfaction from dialogue aspects with moderate
correlation scores. Thus, this implies that traditional machine learning approaches can be leveraged
in user satisfaction prediction and we can rely on dialogue aspects ratings to predict user satisfaction
and get comparative results without context modeling and additional implicit features.
Taking the three best-performing models from Table 8 (SVM, RFC and GBC), we experiment

with predicting user satisfaction using turn- and dialogue-level aspects and report the results in
Table 7. GBC performs better in terms of F1-DSat for both the turn and dialogue levels, 0.71 and
0.67, respectively. All models perform better for precision, recall, and F-1 for the Sat class. We
note a superior performance when predicting user satisfaction with the dialogue level aspects
compared to the turn level aspects suggesting dialogue level aspects benefit the models more in
identifying satisfactory dialogues. The DSat class seems to benefit more from the turn-level aspects
when combined with turn-level satisfaction as we observe a high F1-DSat from this level. It is
worth noting that, though we observe a high F1-DSat when predicting user satisfaction from the
turn-level aspects, GBC and RFC from the dialogue-level aspects (see Table 7 row 5) achieve a high
recall score for the DSat class showing their capability to accurately classify the predicted dialogues
as dissatisfactory compared to the methods using turn-level features. We also report the correlation
coefficients in Table 7 and note a comparative performance for GBC in both turn and dialogue level
aspects.
Feature analysis. Since we experiment with several combinations of the aspects, we treat the
aspects as our input features and conduct a feature importance analysis using RFC. As we report
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Table 8. Performance of machine learning methods with a variant predicting user satisfaction using ratings
from all the proposed dialogue aspects where the best precision (Prec), recall (Rec) and F1-score (F1) for both
satisfactory (Sat) and dissatisfactory (DSat) class are in bold. All correlations in this table are statistically
significant (𝑝 < 0.01).

precision (Prec) recall (Rec) F1-score (F1)
Models Sat DSat Sat DSat Sat DSat Spearman’s 𝜌
Logistic regression 0.93 0.83 0.98 0.56 0.95 0.67 0.6379
Support vector machine 0.96 0.87 0.98 0.67 0.96 0.80 0.7934
Decision tree classifier 0.94 0.67 0.91 0.78 0.92 0.71 0.6067
Random forest classifier 0.94 1.00 1.00 0.67 0.97 0.80 0.7956
Gaussian naive Bayes 0.96 0.58 0.90 0.78 0.93 0.68 0.6029
Gradient boosting classifier 0.96 0.79 0.93 0.78 0.94 0.78 0.7385

our result per class (i.e., Sat and DSat) we also report the importance of each feature based on each
class, in addition to overall satisfaction prediction.

Figure 7 shows the significant percentage of features for (a) the Sat class and (b) the DSat class.
The ability of the system to arouse a user’s interest to watch an unseen movie is the most significant
feature for Sat class. We note a five percent gap between the most significant feature (Interest
arousal- 16%) and the second most important feature (turn-overall3 at 11%). Closely followed by
turn-overall1, task-completion and relevance1. This indicates that in order for a CRS to improve a
user’s interaction experience, it should create a good impression to the user at the start and end of
a conversation.

We see that a user’s overall impression in turn two is the most significant feature in predicting
user dissatisfaction for the entire dialogue as shown in Figure 7b. Followed closely by relevance2,
interestingness3, task-completion and interestingness2. Out of the top five features, we note that
3 of them are rated at the second turn that is turn-overall2, relevance2, interestingness2. In most
dialogues, we examined, recommendations start at this turn after preference elicitation in turn
one. If a system fails to capture a user’s preference in the first turn, in most cases it leads to an
irrelevant recommendation being made, resulting in overall dissatisfaction. In order to improve the
performance of the system at turn two, the system should be more understanding towards a user’s
request and preference. The features, efficiency, turn-overall3, turn-overall1, and interestingness1 are
the least significant in the prediction of the DSat class.

7.3 Summary
In general, we note that combining features from both the utility and user experience dimensions
leads to a better user satisfaction measurement. In both the Sat and DSat classes, turn- and dialogue-
level aspects are important. For Sat, the strong signal is interest arousal which is measured at the
dialogue level, whereas turn-level satisfaction at response two (turn-overall2) is the strongest in
the DSat class. Evidently, we can conclude that features from both the turn and dialogue levels are
important in determining satisfactory and dissatisfactory dialogues with CRSs. Therefore, based on
results from Tables 6 and 8, we show that relying on only dialogue-level aspects to predict user
satisfaction is as effective as using turn-level satisfaction ratings.

8 DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS
In this section, we present an analysis of our key findings and their significance, on understanding
and predicting user satisfaction in CRS motivated by our experimental results. Furthermore, we
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Fig. 7. Bar plots showing the importance of the dialogue aspects as input features for predicting, (a) satisfac-
tory (Sat) class and (b) dissatisfactory (DSat) class using RFC model. For turn-level aspects, we represent the
performance of the three turns towards user satisfaction prediction where relevance 1 − 3,interestingness 1 − 3,
and turn-overall 1 − 3 are labels at turn 1 − 3.

examine the limitations of our research, primarily based on the methodology employed throughout
this study. We delve into more details below.

8.1 Discussion
In this work, we have first focused on understanding user satisfaction with CRSs generally cate-
gorized as a goal-oriented dialogue system. Although goal-oriented dialogue systems are ideally
expected to optimize towards task accomplishment, in this study we show that a system’s behavior
during interaction has an influence on their overall satisfaction during interactions at both the turn
and dialogue levels. The interestingness aspect, however, does not show a high correlation with
turn-level satisfaction. We hypothesize that when asked to scrutinize a CRS response explicitly
on interestingness, annotators tend to rate such responses less favorably than they would if they
were rating the overall experience according to the established rating process. Though this aspect
is highly researched for non-task-oriented dialogue systems [7, 50, 51], from both the annotations
and open-ended comments, we find that engaging with users in the form of chit-chat has both
positive and negative effects on their overall satisfaction. If a user is already happy with a provided
recommendation, more engagement can lead to further interest arousal, and hence more satisfaction;
however, if the system fails to meet the user’s expectations, it can have a negative effect. This is in
line with [61], who stress the importance of finding the right amount of chit-chat in a goal-oriented
dialogue.

Providing relevant recommendations throughout a dialogue is crucial for user satisfaction, but it
does not tell the whole story. When a system makes relevant recommendations they certainly lead
to a satisfactory dialogue, but when the responses are both relevant and interesting most users tend
to rate their experience as very satisfactory for both levels. This indicates that a CRS that can make
relevant recommendations alongside generating natural responses that are interesting is more
likely to result in an improved user’s overall interaction experience. Thus, system designers and
dataset creators should consider optimizing these two aspects during the design and development
of CRS systems and datasets.
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Our analysis of the justifications that support a user’s overall satisfaction rating reveals new
aspects that can affect users’ satisfaction. In line with our quantitative analysis and related work [42,
47], many annotators mention the importance of a good user experience in the final turns of a
conversation. Success in the last interaction has an implication on task completion, interest arousal,
and on overall user satisfaction. When a system accomplishes its predefined goal, users tend to
utter responses such as “Thank you for the suggestion!” “It was nice chatting with you.” While
utterances such as “But you did not get me something to watch” and “Such a waste of my time”
indicate an inability of the system to fulfill a user’s need. Therefore, in various cases, we can rely on
the last user interaction to assess the system’s ability to fulfill or not fulfill a user’s need. It is also
worth mentioning that other aspects such as repeated utterances and recommendations negatively
impacted the user experience.
In general, we note that the UX dimension (interestingness, understanding, interest arousal and

efficiency) of a CRS plays a very important role towards user satisfaction. The ability of a CRS to
make relevant recommendations and accomplish a user’s goal could lead to overall satisfaction,
however, a system that demonstrates to be more engaging and understanding has a higher chance
of satisfying users. This indicates the need to jointly optimize turn- and dialogue-level metrics and
for a fine-grained model of user satisfaction that incorporates multiple aspects.

8.2 Limitations
In this work, we rely on external assessors to judge user satisfaction based on the user’s utterances
and reactions to the system’s responses. While we have observed a high level of agreement for
most dialogues, we have also noticed disagreement between annotators on some. This limitation
could introduce a potential gap between the assessors’ ratings and the subjective satisfaction levels
of users in real-world scenarios. Additionally, interpretation biases among assessors can affect the
reliability of turn and dialogue-level ratings. Therefore, it is essential to conduct this study with
actual users so as to collect a set of fine-grained annotations from real users [49].
At the turn level, due to the substantial annotation effort required, following [51], we sample

three responses from each dialogue for annotation. While this approach may not capture the full
picture in a dialogue, we believe that our sampling strategy provides meaningful insights into what
aspects influence turn-level satisfaction. Investigating the optimal way of selecting responses to
annotate from each dialogue may provide additional useful findings, but this was not our concern
in this study. Therefore, we think there is a rich research gap to solve the significant annotation
effort required in dialogue annotations when all the turns are annotated.

9 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we have focused on a user-oriented approach to understanding user satisfaction in
conversational recommendations. We have conducted a study to assess the influence of multiple
dialogue aspects on overall user satisfaction. Through a carefully designed annotation process, we
have collected external assessors’ feedback ratings on six dialogue aspects (relevance, interestingness,
understanding, task completion, interest arousal, and efficiency) and user satisfaction at the turn
and dialogue level. With this data, we have investigated the relationship between several dialogue
aspects and user satisfaction. Furthermore, we have adopted several machine learning methods to
predict response quality and overall user satisfaction with different feature combinations.

Combining both the qualitative and quantitative methods, our results indicate that: (i) Relevant
recommendations are necessary but not sufficient for high user satisfaction feedback. Therefore,
several aspects should be considered in estimating a user’s overall satisfaction with a CRS. (ii) In
the absence of response quality ratings, we can rely on turn-level aspects to estimate the user’s
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rating for each response. And (iii) user satisfaction can be predicted more accurately with combined
dialogue aspects as features unlike only using turn-level satisfaction ratings.

In addition to understanding how several dialogue aspects influence a user’s overall satisfaction
with a CRS, our findings also have implications for the design and evaluation of CRSs. Our results
show that predicting user satisfaction with aspects representing the utility of a CRS (relevance and
task completion) performs poorly compared to predicting with a combination of all aspects. Thus,
in order to achieve high user satisfaction, the design of CRSs should not only be optimized towards
goal accomplishment but also a good user interaction experience.
Our experimental results with traditional machine learning methods indicate a strong perfor-

mance. We have not experimented with neural network architectures in this study as it is not the
main focus of our work and we leave this to future work. Furthermore, other dialogue features such
as dialogue context, intent, and system-user action could be modeled in a neural architecture as
they have proven to improve user satisfaction prediction. Since our study involves a small sample
dataset, we plan to verify our findings on a larger scale and with diverse data collected from actual
users interacting with the system. Collecting a large-scale dataset can be achieved in an automatic
way by leveraging existing predictive models to capture key patterns by training them with explicit
ratings or in an unsupervised way. Apart from that, techniques such as user simulation can be
used to provide annotated user feedback within dialogues thus increasing the amount of data to be
annotated [5], where this feedback can include explicit ratings on the dialogue aspects allowing for
the collection of ground truth data for training and automatic evaluation at scale.
Though the focus of our study is to uncover the relationship between various dialogue aspects

and user satisfaction, we believe our findings can provide insights into the factors that contribute
to increased user satisfaction in CRS and can serve as a basis for future research and system
development. We, therefore, encourage future research to investigate the practical implications of
our findings by looking at the impact of increasing dialogue aspects on user satisfaction through
experimental studies or user-centered evaluations using tools such as CRSLab [73] to compare
different CRS methods.

For future work we are interested in integrating large language models in the annotation process
to further enhance the accuracy, richness, and scale of the annotated dataset. We hypothesize
that their advanced contextual understanding and semantic analysis capabilities will benefit the
annotations. In particular, following [21], we expect that the annotations on the recommended
items will more closely align with user preferences and intents expressed in the conversation.
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A INSTRUCTIONS FOR ASSESSORS
Tables 9, 10, and 11 show the annotation instructions given to the assessors during the human
quality annotation process. Figure 8 shows a sample interface that was used for dialogue-level
annotation. In Table 12 we show a dialogue example with assessors annotations. These instructions
and examples are a sample of what was shown to the assessors.

B DATA AND CORRELATION ANALYSIS
In Figures 9, 10 and 11 we report the correlation analysis for each individual turn at turn-level,
dialogue-level aspects correlation and correlation between turn and dialogue levels aspects respec-
tively.
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Table 9. Annotation instructions given to the workers (1/3).

Annotation instructions
In this task, your goal is to rate how well an intelligent SYSTEM (like Siri or Alexa) converses
with a USER. The USER is looking for some movies and the SYSTEM tries to understand what
the USER likes to finally give some suggestions to the USER. You will rate the quality of the
provided SYSTEM responses and the overall dialogue.

Turn-level annotation

Relevance (1–4)

This means the response is appropriate to the previous utterance and a
movie was mentioned that fulfills a user’s goal, that is the user liked it,
has seen it, or agreed to watch it.
(1) Not applicable: there is no movie recommended to the user in the

response
(2) Irrelevant: the SYSTEM recommends a movie, but the user does not

like the movie and mentions this fact in their response
(3) Can’t say: the SYSTEM recommends a movie, but the user does not

express any opinions. So it’s impossible to say whether the user likes
the movie or not

(4) Relevant: the SYSTEM recommends a movie and the user expresses
a positive opinion in their utterance

Interestingness (1–3)

This means: the SYSTEM suggested a movie in the response accompanied
by some small talk which would make a user want to continue interacting
with the SYSTEM.
(1) Not interesting: the SYSTEM makes small talk that is generic, dull,

or only states a movie name
(2) Somewhat interesting: the SYSTEM makes small talk that is specific

to the provided context but does not make any recommendation
(3) Interesting: the SYSTEM recommends a movie while making small

talk

Turn-overall (1–5)

What is your overall impression of the system response?
(1) Terrible: the SYSTEM does not understand the user’s interest and

does not fulfill it and the user expresses a negative opinion in their
utterance

(2) Bad: the SYSTEM understands the user’s interest but fails to fulfill it
and the user expresses a negative opinion in their utterance

(3) Ok: the SYSTEM understands the user’s interest and partially fulfills
it and the user does not express any opinion in their utterance

(4) Good: the SYSTEM understands the user’s interest and fulfills it and
the user expresses curiosity in their utterance

(5) Excellent: the SYSTEM understands the user’s interest and fulfills it
and the user expresses a positive opinion in their utterance
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Table 10. Annotation instructions given to the workers (2/3).

Annotation instructions (Cont‘d)
Dialogue-level annotation

Understanding (1–3)

This means: the SYSTEM understands the user’s request and makes a
recommendation meeting their interest.
(1) Not understanding: the SYSTEM does not understand the user’s

request and makes recommendations that the user did not like
(2) Somewhat understanding: means the SYSTEM understands the

user’s request but did not make recommendations liked by the user
(3) Understanding: the SYSTEM understands the user’s request and

makes recommendations that the user liked

Task completion (1–3)

This means: the SYSTEM makes recommendations that either the user
‘likes’ or ‘has seen’ and agrees to watch one of the recommendations
by the end of the conversation.
(1) Not complete: the SYSTEM makes recommendations the USER

does not like and the user ends up with no movie to watch
(2) Somewhat complete: the SYSTEM makes recommendations that

the USER likes but the user does not state if they will watch any of
them

(3) Complete: the SYSTEM makes recommendations that the USER
likes and will watch

Interest arousal (1–4)

This means: the SYSTEM makes a novel recommendation and tries to
encourage the user to like and watch it by giving more explanation
about the movie.
(1) Not applicable: no novel recommendation is made, that is the user

does not state they don’t know any of the recommended movies
(2) No interest arousal: a novel recommendation is made but the SYS-

TEM does not try to encourage the user to accept the movie
(3) Somewhat interest arousal: a novel recommendation is made, and

the system tries to encourage the user to accept the movie but the
user does not like or state if they will watch it

(4) Full Interest arousal: a novel recommendation is made and the
system tries to encourage the user to accept it and the user agrees
to watch it

Efficiency (0–1)

This means: the SYSTEMmakes recommendations that meet the user’s
interest within the first three turns.
(1) Not efficient: the SYSTEM takes more than three turns to make a

recommendation that the user likes
(2) Efficient: the SYSTEM makes recommendations that the user likes

within the first three turns.
A turn: in this case are two consecutive utterances from the SYSTEM
and the USER.
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Table 11. Annotation instructions given to the workers (3/3).

Annotation instructions (Cont’d)
Dialogue-level annotation

Dialogue-overall

What is your overall impression of the system?
(1) Terrible: the SYSTEMdoes not understand the user andmeet their interest

and the user does not like the recommendations.
(2) Bad: the SYSTEM understands the user but fails to meet their interest

and the user does not like the recommendations
(3) Ok: the SYSTEM understands the user and partially meets their interest

but the user does not express whether they like or dislike the recommen-
dations

(4) Good: the SYSTEM understands the user and meets their interest but
takes extra turns to do so and the user likes the recommendations

(5) Excellent: the SYSTEM understands the user and meets their interest
efficiently and the user likes the recommendations

Table 12. Sample turns annotated in the task with worker ratings for relevance, interestingness and turn-
overall impression.

Turns Utterances

1
SYSTEM hello how can i help you this morning
USER hello im looking for some newer movies no preference
SYSTEM Okay how about “Thor: Ragnarok (2017)”? Or “Justice League (2017)”?
USER I haven’t seen either one of those
relevance: [3, 3, 4]; interestingness: [1, 1, 3]; Turn-overall impression: [3, 3, 4]

2
SYSTEM They are both great films
USER they sound great I will try those out on our movie night"
SYSTEM you should check them out on DVD’s And how about "Split (2017)"?
USER I havent seen that one either
relevance: [3, 3, 4]; interestingness: [3, 3, 3]; Turn-overall impression: [3, 4, 5]

3

SYSTEM good film!
USER sounds good
SYSTEM “REC (2007)”? Its about a zombie apocalypse you should check it out!
USER sound really good I will check them out! thanks for the recommendations
relevance: [4, 4, 4]; interestingness: [3, 3, 3]; Turn-overall impression: [5, 5, 5]
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Fig. 8. Interface used by annotators to annotate dialogues at the dialogue level showing the annotation
guidelines for each of the four dialogue aspects, overall user satisfaction, and annotators open comment box
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